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hard, I dont mind when he finishes the experiment.A. As soon as B.

As well as C. So far as D. So long as2.The grocer deals with tea,

coffee, spices, and ___ .A. so much B. etc C. so forth D. alike3.The

box is ___ .A. too heavy that I cannot lift it B. too heavy for me to

liftC. so heavy for me to lift D. too heavy for lifting4.You may

borrow the book ___ you keep it clean.A. such as B. so as to C. so

long as D. as for5.The sun heats the earth, ___ is very important to

living things.A. that B. what C. which D. as6.The brilliance of his

satires was ___ make even his victims laugh.A. so as to B. such as to

C. so that D. such that7.One more try, ___ you will succeed.A. or B.

but C. so D. and8.There was such a long line at the exhibition ___ we

had to wait for about half an hour.A. as B. that C. so D. hence9.Just

as the builder is skilled in the handling of his bricks, ___ the

experienced writeris skilled in the handling of his words.A. as B. thus

C. so D. like10.It seems oil ___ from this pipe for some time. Well

have to take the machine apart to put it right.A. had leaked B. is

leaking C. leaked D. has been leaking1.Mary has a _______ view of

our future. But nobody believes what she said.A. portable B.primary

C.possession D.positive2.Nobody knows his _______ for helping

us.A. motive B.motion C.mood D.moral3.Both sides agree to

establish a _______ zone between the south and north.A. midst

B.mild C.mention D.neutral4.This is a _______ moment for our



research. We should be careful.A. critical B.belt C.conscience

D.copper5.This textbook is for the _______ students, not for the

beginners.A. observation B.transportation C.advanced

D.transfer6.When I read the newspaper, I always read the _______

first.A. headlines B.headquarters C.heaven D.horizon7.They

_______ our house at $10,000.A. count B.vanish C.weave

D.assess8.When he studied at college, Jack was supported by a

_______.A. treatment B.assistance C.scholarship D.protein9.Even as

_______, he made several wonderful inventions.A.a stock B.a

representative C.an undergraduate D.a gulf10.An emergency

_______ is very important in case of fire.A. exit B.deposit

C.discharge D.elaborate 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目
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